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EU General Data Protection Regulation 

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. (MEU, we/us/our) is committed to safeguarding the privacy of our customers 

and users (you/your) who use our Photo Printing Solutions (the Software). This section is intended to inform 

you about the ways in which the software collect personal information and the uses of that personal 

information. 

 How does GDPR affect to business offering Photo Printing Services? 

Photos are considered personal data. In consequence, images used by photographers or professional staff 

offering photo printing services should be processed according to the GDPR.  

You may need specific consent from your customers if you plan to use their personal data for a purpose other 

than the service requested by your customers (normally, printing) 

We recommend you to implement GDPR compliance procedures and safety measures if you intend to use 

images for other purposes than the strictly necessary to provide the service requested by your customer. 

 Is the software GDPR compliant? 

Generally speaking we can say that our software allows to process personal data according to the GDPR. The 

software does not process images for identification purposes nor sends personal data outside the computer in 

which it is installed.  

The software is intended to print images provided by customers or taken by professional photographers on 

your customer’s demand basis. 

However, some functionalities may require your special management: 

Saving recent printed images locally 

For technical purposes associated to the execution of the service (mainly printing photos), the software saves 

images locally for a short period of time. This function allows to reprint an order in case of failure of the printing 

equipment, i.e. The software allows to configure the period of time that images will remain in the computer, 

after that time, images will automatically be removed. Despite GDPR does not define the maximum period of 

time, we do not recommend to extend this period more than 2 days. 

Saving images into a Pendrive or CD 

This is an acceptable service; you can save images into a pen drive or CD/DVD and sell it to your customers.  

However, you should consider security of the computer in case of software installed in a standard computer. 

Please apply security measures like anti-virus. 

Sending Images by e-mail  

According to GPDR, sending personal data by email is not recommended because it may be accessed by third 

parties (i.e unauthorized access to mailbox or providing wrong e-mail address). If you decide to use the e-mail 

as a service to transfer images to your customers, it is strongly recommended to use e-mail service providers 

that guarantee a satisfactory level of security. Additionally, please be sure that email data and images are not 

kept in the outbox.  

Uploading images to websites 

In case you offer this service to your customers please be sure that those websites are GPDR compliant in 

regards of security and safety of personal data management  
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Introduction 

The SmartID is an Advanced Photo ID platform that provides to retailers and independent businesses the ideal 
solution for Professional printing ID or passport photos in a quick and easy way, following ICAO and ISO/IEC19794-
5 standards. This document specifies functions of SmartID+ standalone Photo ID solution and of SmartID Basic both 
constructed on a dedicated hardware, using a specific printer (CPD70DW-U) and using specific consumable 
(CK746U).  
 
The system consists of the multi format dye sublimation photo Professional printer CP-D70U combined with an 
integrated system including an internal PC and a monitor*. The built in software provides the capability of getting 
a High Quality ID picture in a very quick time and simple method. Shoot and Print will be the main actions you need 
to do to get your ICAO compliant ID picture in most cases. Additionally, you can improve your picture with the 
embedded editor that will make your background more solid, your skin more beautiful or your light brighter as 
some of the key features. 

SD card or Pen drive 

*Monitor is only available in SmartiD+ 

FTP camera or 

CamFi®TM 

module 

Local Route from your 

Tablet (only in smartD70iD Basic) 
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INTRODUCTION 

2. Concept 

The software will turn captured image automatically into a perfect ID photo, for every country, checking quality, 
face size and background according to the country template checking on biometric and ICAO compliance. The ID 
photo will be printed, exported, or emailed according to operator decision. 
 
The SmartID offers a built in solution in ID printing services based on web technology and a setup menu that is also 
based on web technology and provided by the internal web server. This allows the operator to use the application 
from the system or from a tablet connected to the system via Wifi. 
The SmartID also offers printing services from external applications, like FTP on some high-end photo cameras, and 
other applications and systems developed by authorized third parties. 
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OPERATION 

3. Power ON/OFF  

To power ON the SmartID, you have to follow these steps:  

1. Connect both printer and SmartID to the the mains plug1.  
2. Connect the SmartID to the printer through the USB cable supplied2 
3. Power on the printer main switch at the back side of the printer3.  
4. Power on the equipment main switch at the back side of the equipment4. 

 

To power OFF the SmartID, you have to follow these steps: 

1. Go to settings menu by clicking on the asterisk key at the top 
left corner. 

2. Once inside the settings, click on the Shutdown button. 
3. To switch off the equipment completely, use the main switch 

at the back side. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  .- If your equipment is not turning on after you applied all the steps, please verify the following: 

  .- Make sure the monitor switch is ON at the back bottom corner of it 
  .- Make sure the equipment is ON by checking there is blue light through the small button at 
  the rear side of the equipment 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

4 
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OPERATION 

4. Basic/Advanced mode 

This application has two different modes to operate. To change to one mode to the other, please press diagonal 
bar button on the left top corner. 

 Basic mode.  
 

 

 

 Advanced mode. This mode will check ICAO validations as an additional feature. 
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OPERATION 

5. Source Selection  

SmartID has different sources from where you can choose your images. Below you can see the different options. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click here to choose different source. 

Default source. Click to refresh. 

Local Route 
You can choose the local 
files on the system. 

USB /SD 
You can choose photos 
through a USB or SD card. 

FTP 
You can choose photos using the FTP 
protocol. The camera must have this feature.  

CamFi®TM  
You can choose photos using the CamFi®TM 
module. See Appendix 1 for more details 
regarding this source. 

  .- We recommend not to use files heavier than 4MB to optimize the performance of the system. 

 .- Using USB pen drive or SD: Make sure it is formatted as FAT32 

.- Using  FTP  or CamFi® module: Make sure to send jpeg files. RAW files are not accepted.  
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OPERATION 

FTP working mode 

Before using your CamFi® device, we recommend to refer to the CamFi® Set Up section  

1. When all is setup correctly, you can select (arrow 1) the FTP service (arrow 2) as your image source. 
2. Click Refresh (arrow 3) to show any new incoming images 

 
 
Example 1, Filezilla client : 

 

Example 2, Canon® EOS1D  
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OPERATION 

CamFi® working mode 

Before using your CamFi® device, we recommend to refer to the CamFi® Set Up section  

Make sure that your CamFi® and camera are powered ON, before switching on the SmartID system. 

This will ensure that a proper connection can be made. 

Note :  The WiFi connection between CamFi® and SmartID must remain uninterrupted. 
While SmartID is on, do not power down the CamFi® , and do not move the devices so far apart that the 
connection interrupts. 
If for any reason this connection interrupts,  a reboot of the system may be required for re-connection. 

 

1. Select CamFi® as your image source (if you did not already set it as default), and click refresh. 
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2. The following screen will show, indicating that the system is ready to receive photos from CamFi® : 

 

3.  Take your photo(s) as usual with your camera. The thumbnails are automatically received, and shown at the 
bottom of the screen : 

 

8. Once you click ‘Stop retrieving images from camera’, the reception will be closed. 
At the same time, the last image you took is downloaded from the camera in its full quality. 
The other images can be downloaded in their full quality, by clicking its thumbnail. 

You can now further process, edit and print your ID photo, as usual. 
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OPERATION 

6. Country/Template selection 

This system has the possibility to choose templates of different countries. The templates may vary from different 
formats and different number of images in each template composition. In order to select your desired template, 
please click as shown below to enter the country and template selection menu.  
 
 

 

 

  
Click on the template to 
 choose composition 

Select the country and press Next 

Select the composition 
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OPERATION 

7. ICAO Validations (not available in basic mode) 
  
The system will validate if your image is ICAO compliant or not and display it accordingly. This feature is only 
available in Advanced mode. 
 

 
 
 

  

Full ICAO 

Geometry detail 

Biometrics detail 

ICAO Validations 
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OPERATION 

8. Print process 

Once you are satisfied with the result, you can send the image to print. Once you click the Print button the picture 
will be automatically sent to print. You will be redirected to the outputs menu in case you want to do an additional 
action like export, send by email or send additional copies of your image. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Press the button to send to 
print the photo. 
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OPERATION 

9. Outputs 

Once you click on Print  button the following menu will appear on screen. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Send photo by email 

Export photo to 
USB or SD 

Print additional  copies 

Print ICAO validation 
Specificy number of 
copies 

Refresh your 
source 
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OPERATION 

10. Upload Images to a url (only available in Smart ID Basic) 

 To know how to set up this function please refer to Set Up section of this manual. 

 On your tablet or PC : connect your Wi-Fi to the SmartID network. 

Network name (SSID) : #PhotoID 

Password : 12345678 

 Once connected, open your internet browser, and visit http://photoprint.lan:3000/#/ 

 Load your photo, edit it as you like, and print it. While printing, the following screen will  show : 

 

  

 You now see buttons (indicated above with arrows), that link to your pre-defined websites. 

 When you click them, your composed ID photo will be downloaded to your device. 

 Simultaneously, your selected website will open in your browser as a pop-up. 

 Use the website to upload the ID photo, and enter any required information. 

 

NOTE 1: Remember where you saved the picture, so you can find it back ! 

NOTE 2: It is possible that your browser is blocking pop-ups. Upon first use, set your browser to ‘always 
allow pop-ups from this site’ ! 

 

http://photoprint.lan:3000/#/
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ADJUSTMENTS 

11. Zoom/Position 

The option of adjusting zoom/position is located in the right menu of the application. With this tool we can adjust 
the position, zoom in or out of the picture, even rotate the photo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Press this button to 
apply changes 

Buttons to move up, 
down, right, left or 
center. 

Zoom in or zoom out 

Buttons to rotate 90 
degrees 

Buttons to rotate 
the picture 
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ADJUSTMENTS 

12. Red Eyes 

Red Eyes function is located in the right menu of the application. This feature allows to fix red eyes in images. If we 
take a picture where the eyes are red, by applying this function may correct eyes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press this button to 
apply 

Active option 
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ADJUSTMENTS 

13. B&W 

B&W function is located in the right menu of the application. This feature allows to convert a color image to a black 
and white image. Once selected this option, click on the Convert to Black & White button to apply this feature. 
 

  

Active option 

Press this button to 
apply 
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ADJUSTMENTS 

14. Autocontrast 

Autocontrast function is located in the right menu of the application. This feature increases the change of luminosity 
between darker areas or more clear of a picture, simulating a better focus and clarity of image. Once selected this 
option, click on the Apply Automatic Contrast button to apply the changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Active option 

Press this button to 
apply 
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ADJUSTMENTS 

15. Beautify 

Beautify function is located in the right menu of the application. This feature improves the skin pigmentation 
without modifying the details of the eyes. Once selected this option, you can click on the two buttons to raise or 
lower the intensity of the configuration. 
 

  

Active option 

Press the buttons to raise or 
lower the intensity 
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ADJUSTMENTS 

16. Background  

Background function is located in the right menu of the application. This feature allows to change the color of the 
background of the photo. To apply this setting, click on one of the three colors that appear in the option (colors can 
be changed in the  settings menu). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Active option 

Press the buttons to raise or 
lower the intensity 

Press the color to 
change background 
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ADJUSTMENTS 

17. RGB adjustment 

This function allows you to change the tone of your photo manually depending if you like it more reddish, greeninsh 
or blueish. 
 

Red channel 

Blue channel 

Green channel 

Active option 
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ADJUSTMENTS 

18. Contrast/Brightness 

Contrast/Brightness tool function is located in the right menu of the application. This feature allows you to modify 
brightness and contrast of the photo manually.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Active option 

Apply the contrast 
manually 

Apply the brightness 
manually 
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SET UP 

19. Guidelines to use settings 

This chapter will walk you through all the possible settings in your SmartID system, and will show you how you 
can use and access the settings screens. 
In order to apply any modification on the original set up, you need to go to settings menu by clicking to the 

asterisc at the left upper corner. 

 
If your system is running, you will have only access to printing information like pending orders, printer status or 

system information. To see these options press to Top Menu when the system status is Running. 

 

If you want to apply any modification you need to Stop the Service by pressing “Stop Service” on the main menu. 
Then System status on the main menu will show “Stopped”. Under this condition the setting options of the menu 
will be available. 
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SET UP 

 

Always remember : 

If you want to change any setting, the software services need to be in the  ‘Stopped’ condition. 

 

If you want to view information, like statistics or the status of devices, the services should be 
‘Started’. ALSO : the service MUST be started, if you want to continue using the SmartID user inface. 

 

Most setting pages have a SET or save button, at the bottom of its page. Scroll all the way up and 
down to find them. Always use these, to save your changes. Changes will be lost, if you exit without 
this. 

  

Most settings are saved, but not immediately applied or active on the system. 
In order to apply your settings changes, the SmartID system needs to be restarted. 

  

In the menus, you can use the ‘Close’ button to exit the current screen, and navigate to an upper 
level in the settings menu. 

 

Leaving the settings, and returning to normal SmartID usage : 
- For SmartID+ systems (with monitor) : Use the HOME button on top of the screen. 
- When remotely connected with a tablet/PC : Visit http://192.168.110.1:3000/#/  again. 

(Make sure that the services are started !) 

 

 .- Remember: If you apply some modification in the settings menu, you always need to save your modifications 

by clicking the Set button at the bottom of the screen, and restart your system to apply all changes (go to main 

settings meu and click on Reboot button) 

http://192.168.110.1:3000/#/
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SET UP 

20. Settings overview  
The image below represents the hierarchical structure of the SmartID settings menu. 

The functionality of each screen, is briefly summarized.  This should be helpful for navigating and finding your 

way, through the menu structures. 

RED colors :   Denotes settings, that can be access with the services STOPPED. 

GREEN color:   Denotes settings, that can be accessed with the services STARTED. 

     Screen is used for : 

SmartID 
User 

Interface 

  - Composing,Printing & sending ID pictures 

Start 
(Admin 
Control 
Panel) 

  - Start/Stop services, shutdown & reboot 

Top 
Menu 

  - Access all settings 

Print Info   
- View order information, validate or reprint orders (other 
than ID pictures). 

Printer Info   
- Check status of printer and remaining media. Detect 
printer. 

System Info Statistics - Show or export printing statistics. 

  Application Info - View version number of software components 

  Error Info - View or save error logs. 

Hotfolder 
Setting 

  
-Mainly used for Event Printing.You can setup your 
printing quality, here. 

Print Setting   -Settings related to printing behaviour (sharpness, etc) 

Service 
Setting 

Web Print Setting 
- Setup a FunPrints or EasyPrints service (for Event 
Printing) 

  Print Limit Setting 
- Setup printing limits for events, or unique users (for 
Event Printing) 

System 
Setting   

- Settings related to network or internet connectivity, and 
date/time/language settings. 

Additional 
Setting 

FTP Service 
-Settings for FTP printing service (not FTP CAMERA 
connectivity!) 

  
Smartphone APPs 

-Settings for orders from SmartPhone Apps (configure 
published printsizes, and order validation) 

  
SmartID 

- The main settings screen for SmartID; settings directy 
related to making ID pictures. 

        Network Client - Check wired and wireless network statuses 

      
Maintenance 

  
- Mainly for Event Printing : import/export event photo, 
resetting print limits. Also : import/export settings. 
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SET UP 

Start page 
When you access the settings, you first land on the “Start” page.  
On the Start page, the following items are shown : 

  
• Refresh:  Refreshes the information in this screen 
 
• System ID:   Shows the system ID  
    (a unique identifier of your system) 
• System ver:   Software version installed in the equipment.  
   In this case, V1.5.3.0 MEU 
• System:  Shows the status for the print service:  
    - Ready:  SmartID is ready to print. 
    - Stopped:  The service is stopped,  
     and SmartID cannot print. 
    - Error:   SmartID cannot print, due to 
     an error.  Check printer. 
        
• Service Info:  Shows the main web print service settings   
    (when used). 

• Top Menu  Gives you access to the settings of your 
system. 

• Frame/layout setup: Not in use  for SmartID operatation. 
Used for decoration in FunPrints. See a 
SmartPrinterEV manual for more information. 

• Start Service:   Starts the printing service.  
• Stop Service:   Stops the printing service, allowing you 
access  
     to the settings. 
• Reboot:   Reboots the SmartID system (not the printer). 
• Shutdown:   Switches off the SmartID system (not the  
   printer). 
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SET UP 

Top  menu 
The accessibility of the buttons in the “Top Menu” depends on the system status :  
• When the system is in “Ready” condition, most of the buttons are greyed out to prevent damage to the settings.  
• When the system is in “Stopped”condition, these buttons become accessible. 
• Buttons with light grey background are accessible, and dark grey buttons are not accessible. 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Available buttons in Ready status 

Available buttons in Stopped status 
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SET UP  

Print Info or Order Info 
“Print Info” is an informational screen; it does not contain settings. 
It is accessible when the service is in status : Ready. 

Here, you can view information on your print orders. It is mainly intended for other machines in the SmartPrinter 
family. For normal SmartID operation, this screen will not be often used. 

The following information can be viewed : 

 

 

 

 

  

• Refresh:  Refreshes the information in this screen 

• Print Number:  Show the order ID number. 

• Order Date:  The date and time of the system, when the 
order was received. To set up system date and 
clock  go to: Top Menu -> System Setting -> date 
& time setting  

• Service:  Shows the “Hot Folder” name used by the  print 
service. IDPlus for ID pictures,  TARListener for 
SmartPrints APP orders, various other hot 
folders. 

• Print Size:  Size of the printout. 10x15, 15x20, …  

• Prints:  Number of prints included in the order.  

• Completed Prints:  Number of prints in this job, that is currently 
completed. 

• Status:  4 different statuses are available: 
  - “Printing” is shown while the order is being 
 printed.  
  - “Waiting” is shown, when the system is 
  waiting for the printer to become available. 
  It may wait for another job to finish, or the    
 current job is still sending. 
  - “Paused”  is shown if the order is pending 
 validation.  
  - “Completed”  is shown once the printing 
 order has been finished 
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SET UP  

Printer Info 
“Printer Info” is an informational screen, and does not contain settings 
It is accessible when the service is in status : Ready. 

Here, you can check the status of your printer, and the quantity of remaining paper/ink.  
 
The following information can be viewed : 

  
• Refresh:  Refreshes the information in this screen 
• Search printer: Searches for a connected printer. Useful  when 
 your printer is not detected. 

• ID:  Not used  
• Model:  The detected printer model. In case of SmartID, 
 this can only be CP-D70-U. 
• Status:  The status of the printer device at a certain time:  
  - “Ready” : The printer is ready for printing  
  - “Door Open”  : The printer cannot print with an 
 open door; close the door! 
  - “Error”:  The printer cannot print, due to an error. 
 Check the printer. Press “Refresh” button to 
 update the status, after resolving an error. 
•Media:  Type of media loaded. In case of SmartID, this can 
 only be 10x15.  
• Remain:  Quantity of remaining prints on your paper/ink 
 rolls. In the image : 228 remaining. 
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SET UP 

System Info  

  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

• Error Info: The bottom field shows a 

history log of errors. A more extensive log 

can also be saved  to a USB pendrive, 

attached to the SmartID system. It is 

saved in a root folder, named after your 

SystemID. 

Ex.://f44d3063d026/log_backup.tar.gz 

• Application Info: Shows the version 

number of various components of the 

software. 

• Statistics : Shows a report of your order 

statistics. Select start and end date, and 

then press ´Show´ to show the statistics 

of that period. 

You can also ´Save´ the statistics to a USB 

pendrive. (insert the pendrive in your 

SmartID system). 

Orders are grouped by order type IDplus 

= photo ID, TARlistener = SmartPrints 

App, various hotfolders. 
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SET UP  

Hotfolder Setting (1/2) 

 

 

 

 

The HotFolder Setting menu contains the basic settings for each of the HotFolders. Inside each Hotfolder, you can 

specify its printing behavior (like decorative frames, print size, print quality etc.). 

There are a couple of different folder number ranges, which specify their intended use : 

• Hotfolder 101 ->  120 :  EasyPrints service 

• Hotfolder 201 -> 206 :  Fun print service.  

• Hotfolder 300:   Smart Print application for Android and iOS smartphones  

• Hotfolder 301 -> 320  : FTP and SAMBA printing services (note : not a FTP camera setting !) 

• Hotfolder 350 :   SmartID prints (ID+) 

• Hotfolder 360 :   #Hashtag service 

To edit the settings of hotfolder 350, click on its folder number (blue). Scroll down to find it  : 

  
After clicking its number, the hotfolder 350 settings are shown (see next page) :   

Note: “Hotfolder Setting” contains settings for a lot of folders.  Most of them are related to Event 

Printing, and will not be used in a SmartID system. They will not be explained in this manual.  

See a manual for SmartD90EV if you require a  more detailed explanation. 

SmartID only uses Hotfolder 350, which will be explained below. 
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SET UP  

Hotfolder Setting (2/2) 

 

 

 

 

 

• Enable / Disable: Leave this ENABLED. (If disabled, ID pictures 
can no longer be printed). 
• Name: The alias for the HotFolder (an easily recognizable 
name) 
 
• Print Size: Leave this at 10x15 (4x6) for ID pictures 
 

 

• Quality: Select the printing quality:  
   - Fine:   fastest printing/lowest quality.  
  - Superfine :  higher quality/lower speed 
  - Ultrafine :  highest quality/lowest speed. 
• Finishing: Select a Glossy or Matte finish for the prints 

 
• White Border: Leave this DISABLED. Enabling it will create a 
white border around the prints, which may overlap with your ID 
pictures.  
• Copies: Sets the number of prints that are made, for each 
request. 
IE : setting it to 2, always prints two copies for each picture.  

• Layout: Leave this at  VARIABLE. 
• Canvas: Leave this at  LANDSCAPE orientation. 
• Auto rotate: Leave this ENABLED. 
• X, Y, W, H: - not used - 
• Fit Mode: Leave this at BORDERLESS 
• Frame: Allows the selection of a frame, to decorate the prints. 
• Text: Allows for additional text on every print.  
• Validation: Leave this DISABLED.  If Enabled, the images sent 
to the HotFolder will remain “Paused” until printing is 
“Validated” in the “Order Info” menu..  
 
• Set: Click “Set” to save the changes. 
 

 

Note: For SmartID, we suggest that you only make changes, in the sections indicated in GREEN.  

Changing settings in any other section may have an adverse effect on ID prints. 
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SET UP  

Print Setting 

In “Print Setting”, you can specify the settings related to the printing behavior of your printer. 
The following settings are available : 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

• Auto Resume: Enable/Disable  auto-resume 

• Model:   Printer device model (CP-D70DW-U)  

• Print Mode:   Default printing mode. Not in use for  

   SmartID. Print Mode change be changed 

in    the section “Hotfolder setting”. 

 • Gamma Table:  Not in use.  

 • Color Table:   Enable/Disable color table.  

 • Sharpness H: Horizontal sharpness setting.  

 • Sharpness V:  Horizontal sharpness setting.  

 • Set to default:  Set all items  to their default values. 

 • Set:    Click “Set” to apply and save the changes. 

NOTE : Leave “Print Mode” to its default AUTO setting. It is possible to select different printing 

qualities (fine, ultrafine…), but this has no effect in a SmartID system. 

If you wish to change the default printing mode: refer to the chapter “Top Menu -> Hotfolder 

setting” 
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SET UP  

Service Setting 

The “Service Setting” menu contains settings, that are related to Event printing. Different types of services are 

offered, that are useful for receiving and printing photos from mobile phones at events. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

• Enable / Disable: Enable or 

Disable both EasyPrint and FunPrint 

services. 

• Mode: Selects one of the listed 

modes: Easyprint1, Easyprint2, 

Funprint. 
 

Easyprint1 : prints a single photo, without 

needing confirmation.  

allows for a decorative frame. No photo 

editing possible. 

Easyprint2 : same as Easyprints1,  but now, 

the user needs to confirm before the photo 

is printed. 

Funprint : up to 6 images in one print, in a 

pre-formatted formatted template. Some 

photo editing possible (crop, position…) 
 

• System: Enable or Disable the 

maximum number of printed copies 

during an event. 

• User: Enable/Disable the max number 

of copies per user, during a specific 

period of time (in hours) 

 

Note : most SmartID users will never need to use or change these settings .This functionality is 

inherited from a different machine in the Smartprinter family :  SmartPrintEV. 

For more detailed information, check out a manual for SmartPrintEV. 
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SET UP  

System Setting (1/2) 

 “System settings”contains a lot of settings. Access to this menu if you want to change the SSID and password of 
the WiFi of your equipment, or you want to change any parameter related to 
network connection ans passwords 
 

 

 

  

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

• Login Setting: admin and user name/password can not be changed 

in SmartID systems. 

Internal Wi-Fi (AP):  

• SSID: Sets the SSID name of the SmartID system.  

• Pass: Sets the SmartID Wi-Fi Password. Must be at least 8 char. 

• Channel: Sets the RF channel for the Internal Wi-Fi. 

• Valid Domains: Access to websites is blocked, except for the 

websites that you add to this list. Use a new line, for each URL. 

Make each URL as short as possible (eg., use google.com instead of 

http://www.google.com/12345) 

This section is explained on the next page ! 

• Auto Start: Enable/Disable. If “Enable”, the selected print service 

will start automatically when starting up the SmartID system.  

If “Disable”, the SmartD90EV will  start with stopped services.  

• Auto delete: Deletes the original images and compositions after 

printing, when set to ENABLE. 

• Auto Archive: Only available when AutoDelete is disabled. Not 

used in SmartID 

• Language: Select the language for the SmartID user interface. 

• Date & Time Setting: Edit the System date & Time. 

• Set: Click “Set” to save the changes. 

.- In order to access to SmartId Wifi for the first time, you have  to 

enter the following password: 12345678  .We recommend to change 

to your own personal password. Password cannot be in blank, and 

cannot contain blank spaces or special characters 
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SET UP  

System Setting (2/2) 

The following settings are used for network or internet connectivity : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

• Internal Wi-Fi (Client) 

You can use the internal Wi-Fi Client,  to connect to a CamFi® 

device. 

Or, you can use it to connect to your internet router or access 

point. 

When set to ENABLE, you can specify the SSID and password of 

your CamFi® or internet Wi-Fi. 

Note 1 : You can only make 1 connection. You must choose to use the 

client either for internet, or  for CamFi®. 

Note 2 : If you operate the SmartID interface with your tablet/PC, then 

this internet connection cannot be shared with your tablet/PC. 

You should choose to use a wired internet connection in that case, see 

External Wi-Fi (LAN) below. 

• External Wi-Fi (USB) 

Can be used as an external access point. Not suggested for 

SmartID. 

 

• External Wi-Fi (LAN) 

In SmartID, this setting is used for wired internet connectivity 

(despite Wi-Fi in the name). Use Client mode. Insert an ethernet 

cable with internet access, and enable the “External Wi-Fi (LAN)” 

setting. Most networks support DHCP. If yours does not, disble 

DHCP and enter a valid IP configuration for your network. 

Note: Use this connection type, when you connect a tablet or PC to 

your Smartprinter, and wish to use internet on that device. 
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SET UP  

Additional Setting 
 These are some other features you may need to use in SamrtID sustems 

   

         

          

FTP service  
• Enable/Disable ftp print service  
• User/password: Sets a user 
name and password  
• Sync : Applies  changes, after 
editing  “hotfolder settings”. 

Note: This is a PRINTING service; 

do not confuse it with FTP CAMERA 

connection. 

Network Client Status 
•Status : Click this button, to view 
the status of your network 
connection(s). An overlay screen 
will open, showing your 
connections(s). Shown is their 
status (connected/disconnected), 
and if this connection has an 
internet connection available. 

Also, the full IP address 
configuration is shown. 
 

 Smartphone APPs: This option does not apply to the equipments described in this document 
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SET UP 

Accessing the SmartID Settings 

On SmartID+ systems with a monitor, you will access the settings by clicking on the gear icon : 

 

 

 
 

Refer to Additional settings -> SmartID 

 

 

NOTE : If you are connected with a tablet or PC, or have SmartID Basic without monitor, you have no gear icon. 

The settings are instead accessible, by visiting http://photoprint.lan/maintenance/admin .  

Login with username admin, and password admin 

http://photoprint.lan/maintenance/admin
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SET UP  

SmartID (1/3) 
The heart of your SmartID’s settings. These will be explained in three separate pages. 
Do not forget to press SAVE, after changing any setting here (scroll down to find it). 

• Logo: Upload a custom PNG logo, to replace the logo on the top left of your SmartID system. Original logo 
is : 800px × 368px. Do not deviate too far from this size and aspect ratio. 
• Default country : Select your country. Each country is assigned its own set of compositions. A country can 
contain compositions for other countries. 
• Default composition : Set the composition that you use the most, and want to use by default. 
• Image source : Select the image source that you use the most, and want to use by default. 
(SD, USB, FTP, CamFi®, Local Route. Local Route is only available on connected tablets/PCs). 
• Background init Validation : Replaces all backgrounds with a white fill, automatically  
• Auto Contrast validations  : Applies auto contrast to all photos. Intensity is set with ‘threshold’. 
• Left Background Color : Customize the color of the left side, of the SmartID user interface. 
• Right Background Color :Customize the color of the right side, of the SmartID user interface. 
• Highlight color : Choose color for highlights in the SmartID user interface (buttons, spinner etc)  
• Photo expiration : ICAO test will give a warning, when a photos is older than X months. 
• Width/Height : Defines the max. width/heigth of exported photos (for sending by email, www or 
exporting to USB). Aspect ratio of your ID photo is always maintained : the smallest value is applied, and 
the larger value is adjusted according to your aspect ratio. 
• Paper Type : Choose the type of overcoat on your prints (glossy or matte) 
• Substraction Colors : Define the 3 fill colors that you can choose, when removing backgrounds in SmartID 
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SET UP  

SmartID (2/3) 

 

 

  

CamFi® Options 
• Enable CamFi® :  Set a check mark, to enable CamFi® as an image source 
• CamFi® IP :   Enter the IP address of your CamFi® 
• CamFi® Mode :  Currently, only ‘shot from camera’ is supported. 

SMTP options 
• SMTP Server :  Enter the SMTP address of your email server 
• SMTP User :   Enter the username, to log in to your email account 
• SMTP Password :  Enter the password, to log in to your email account 

Send Email 
• Email From :   Enter the email account that you want to use, for sending mails. 
• Default Receiver :  Optional setting. You can enter an address, that emails are sent to by   
  default. 
• Mail Subject :  Optional setting. Type the default subject for all your e-mails. 
• Mail Body :   Optional setting. Type the default e-mail message, for all your e-mails. 
 
ICAO Printing 
• Print logo on ICAO :Choose to print your custom logo (which you set at ‘logo’,  top left) on ICAO prints. 
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SET UP  

SmartID (3/3) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External Links 

• Link 1/2/3/4 :  For each link that you enable, an additional button will show up in your  

    printing screen. Each button allows you to visit its assigned URL.  

• Description :   Enter a short, descriptive name for your URL. This name will be shown on 

   the button. 

• URL :   Enter the full URL for the website you want access to. This URL should be   

   a website, that allows for digital ID photo uploading. 

 

 Note : The URL buttons will only appear on a connected tablet or PC. They will NOT be 

available on the SmartID system itself ! 
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TIPS 

21. How to set up a webmail configuration 
If you want you SmartID system to send an email to your customer, you need to set up settings as below:  
 

 

Webmail configuration 
Please introduce your webmail server information here 

 

To be able to send images through Google SMTP server you need to set up the permissions of external 

applications in your Google settings. You will be able to do so from this url: 

https://myaccount.google.com/security?utm_source=OGB&utm_medium=act&pli=1#connectedapps 

 

SMTP Server 

SMTP User 

SMTP password 

Mail from 

Receiver by default 

Message title 

Message text 

https://myaccount.google.com/security?utm_source=OGB&utm_medium=act&pli=1#connectedapps
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TIPS 

22. How to connect an FTP camera 

Some types of professional cameras have a Wi-Fi FTP client built in, or have add-on accessories available that 
provide FTP connectivity. 

These types of cameras can transfer their photos, directly to the SmartID70 system. 
SmartID70 systems have an FTP server on board, for this purpose. To establish this connection : 

1. First, make sure that the FTP service is ENABLED in SmartID70 settings. 
Follow these steps to do so : 
- Go to ‘Settings’ 
- Press ‘Stop service’, and wait until it has stopped 
- Go to ‘Top Menu’ -> ‘Additional settings’ -> ‘FTP Service’ 
- Make sure that there is a checkmark at ‘Enabled’. 

 

2. Then, setup your FTP camera (or FTP add-on accessory). 
The SmartID70’s FTP hotfolder can be located using the following data : 

 

Ftp Client setup data;  
Server IP: 192.168.110.1/FTPpictures 

Folder: FTPpictures 

Port:  1212  

User name:  dps (by default)  

Password:  dps (by default)  

Infrastructure mode  

Passive mode  

  
 Refer to the user manual of your specific camera or accessory, for instructions on how to set  these 
data in your FTP device. 
 

3. Reboot the SmartID system, to apply all changes. 
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4. Optional: You can setup FTP, as your default image source. 
- Go to ‘Settings’ 
- Press ‘Stop service’, and wait until it has stopped 
- Go to ‘Top Menu’ -> ‘Additional settings’ -> ‘SmartID’ 
- Select ‘FTP’ in the drop down menu at ‘Image Source’ 

 
- Press ‘Save’ at the bottom of this screen, and exit all settings screens. 
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23. How to connect a CamFi® device & camera 

CamFi® is a wireless transmission controller for DSLR type cameras. It is compatible with many cameras from 
Nikon, Canon® and Sony® brands. The device can be mounted on the hot shoe of compatible cameras (or on the 
side of your camera with and additional mounting kit), and creates a Wi-Fi network. 

SmartID can connect to this CamFi® Wi-Fi network. This enables your camera to transfer its photos wirelessly and 
automatically to the SmartID system.  

You will need the following items for this setup : 

- A CamFi® wireless camera controller. 

- A CamFi® compatible camera. 
(Refer to the user manual of your CamFi® device, for an up-to-date compatibility list) 

- A CamFi® compatible tablet, with the CamFi® app, for initial setup of the CamFi® device. 
(Refer to the user manual of your CamFi® device, for an up-to-date compatibility list) 

- And of course, your SmartID system. 

Setup your camera in such a way, that : 

-  A memory card is inserted, with empty space (CamFi® will not work without memory card) 

-  It only saves JPEG images (RAW is not supported) 

- Image files are smaller than 4MB 

Configuring the SmartID for CamFi® connection 

Setup your SmartID CamFi® connection, using the following steps : 

1. Visit the settings of your SmartID system, by clicking the gear icon. 
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TIPS 

 
 

 If you are connected with a tablet, this is only accessible by visiting 
http://photoprint.lan/maintenance/admin . Login with username admin, and password admin 

 
2. Press ‘stop service’, and wait for the services to stop. 

 

 

  

http://photoprint.lan/maintenance/admin
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1. Once the services are stopped, navigate to Top Menu → System Setting 
 

 
 

4.  Set the ‘Internal Wi-Fi (Client)’ to enable. 

Enter the SSID and password of your CamFi® device. Leave DHCP enabled. 

 

NOTE: SmartID Client can connect to no more than 1 WiFi access point, simultaneously. 
If you were previously connected to any other access point, then this connection will be ended. 
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5.  Press SET on the bottom right of the page to confirm all changes. 

 

6.  Reboot the SmartID system, to apply all changes. Please leave your CamFi® device powered ON during this 

time, so SmartID can connect to it. 

7. Optional : Test the WiFi connection between CamFi® and SmartID. 

– Visit the settings screen, and stop the services. 

– Navigate to Top Menu → Additional Setting → Network Client → Status 

– 

Confirm that ‘Connected’ is shown, at the status of the WiFi client. 

8. Make sure your CamFi® is enabled and CamFi® IP is set. Go to SmartID settings to apply it. 

 

9. Optional: You can setup CamFi®, as your default image source. 
10. Go to ‘Settings’ 
11. Press ‘Stop service’, and wait until it has stopped 
12. Go to ‘Top Menu’ -> ‘Additional settings’ -> ‘SmartID’ 
13. Select ‘CamFi®’ in the drop down menu at ‘Image Source’ 
14. Press ‘Save’ at the bottom of this screen, and exit all settings screens.  
15. Reboot the SmartID system, to apply all changes.  

 

  

Your CamFi® IP address 
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The setup of your CamFi®-SmartID connection is now completed. 
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Configuring the CamFi® device 

Follow these steps for the initial setup of your CamFi® device : 
(The exact location of CamFi® app settings may change in future app updates. In that case, check if an updated user manual is available at 

the CamFi® manufacturer.) 

1. Download and install the CamFi® App for your tablet, on the Play Store (Android) or App Store (Apple). 
2. Connect the CamFi® to the camera, using a USB cable. 
3. Turn on the camera, and turn on the CamFi® device. Wait until the device is fully started. 

(When fully started, the green WiFi light will stop blinking and turn steady). 
4. Connect the WiFi of your tablet, to the Wifi of your CamFi® device. 

The default name and password of the CamFi®’s WiFi can differ, please check the CamFi® user manual for 
details. 

5. Start the CamFi® App on your tablet, and make sure it connects to the CamFi® device. 

 
6. Enter the CamFi® settings, by clicking the gear icon in the top right corner. 

 
 

   Please make sure you set up a password on your CamFi® device and connect the SmartID system to 

 its SSID writing also this password in the System Setting menu of your SmartID equipment. 
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7. In order to work with SmartID, the CamFi® device MUST be protected with a password of at least 8 
characters. It will NOT work, without a password. 
Click ‘Network Setting’ as indicated with  the GREEN arrows, and enter a password of at least 8 characters. 
 

NOTE : Make sure to remember your password! 

WARNING : NEVER use the password setting, indicated by the RED arrow. This is not the SSID 
password, but an additional protection. SmartID does not support this password, and the Camfi 
connection will not function correctly when this password is used.   

8. (Optionally) :  You may find it handy to change the SSID network name, into an easier one. 
Click ‘Network Setting’ to do so. We chose the name CamFi®1 in this example. 
 

NOTE: CamFi® devices use the 192.168.9.67 IP address by default. We recommend NOT to change it. 

NOTE: CamFi® devices have their WiFi setup as ‘Access Point’ by default. Do not change into any 
other mode. 

9. Setup the CamFi® to transfer only jpeg files. SmartID does not support RAW files. 
Go to ´Transfer Setting”, and make sure only JPEG is selected. 

10. Confirm all changes you made to the settings. The CamFi® device must be rebooted (turn off and on), to apply 
all changes. 

11. (Optionally) :When rebooted, open and connect the CamFi® again, and confirm that all changes are applied. 
 

NOTE : If you changed the SSID name and/or password, you will need to use those credentials to 
connect your tablet to the CamFi® WiFi again! 

Now that the CamFi® is configured, you can continue to setup the SmartID system. 
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APPENDIX 1 

CamFi® information 

CamFi® is a wireless transmission controller for DSLR type cameras. It is compatible with many cameras from 
Nikon, Canon® and Sony brands. The device can be mounted on the hot shoe of compatible cameras and creates 
a Wi-Fi network that you can connect to send images from your camera to the SmartID system in a high 
transmission speed.  The images will be sent to your system automatically and from there to the printer. 

Basic specification 

Equipment Size 
3.54in * 1.73in * 1.02in 

Battery 
1800 mA lithium battery 

Battery life 
6 hours 

Signal distance 
50 meters 

WiFi 
802.11n 

Speed 
150 Mbps 

Software platform iOS 8.0 and above / Android 4.0 and above 
Windows XP and above / Mac OS X 10.10.5 and above 

Support camera list 

Canon® 

1Dx 1Dx II* 5D II 5D III 

5D IV* 5Ds* 5Dsr* 6D 

6D II 7D 7D II* 40D 

50D 60D 70D 80D 

100D 200D 450D 500D (T1i) 

550D (T2i) 600D (T3i) 650D (T4i) 700D (T5i) 

750D 800D 1100D (T3) 1200D 

1300D    
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Nikon 

Df* D3 D3s D3x 

D4 D4s D5* D90 

D300 D300s D500* D600 

D610 D700 D750* D800* 

D810* D850** D3200* D3300* 

D3400 D5000* D5100* D5200* 

D5300* D5500* D7000 D7100* 

D7200*    

Sony 

a7R III* a7R II a7R** a7S II 

a7S a7 II a7** a6500 

a6300 a6000** a5100** a5000** 

a3500 a3000** a99 II a99** 

a77 II a68 a9  

 

 

 

 

 


